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Use this file on PC, PC Nintendo, PC GameCube, PC Xbox. Unlock Secret Characters. The game is yours, but use the codes wisely. Apr 5, 2011 . The code can only be used one time. Try to go straight down and press the X button (Pause key) to pass through. If you fail, try playing the level again and try to go up and go down instead. If the item doesn't fit, try changing the size. You can
also move the item. Try to go back to the place where the item was placed. Save. Start the game as a new character. Use the same item on a new character to get that item. If the item doesn't fit, don't worry. Save. Go to the host's save file and use the use item code and go back to the save. Go straight and open the item's inventory. Uncheck the item and use the use item code. Use the
same item in a new character and go back to the save file. Use the same item on a new character and save. Repeat steps 12-14 until you can get the item. Go back to the host's save and make sure to go back to the save. Go straight. Open the item's inventory. Uncheck the item and use the use item code. Use the same item on a new character and go back to the save file. Repeat steps 12-14
until you can get the item. Save the game. Go back to the save file. Open the item's inventory. Uncheck the item and use the use item code. Use the same item on a new character and go back to the save file. Open the save file and make sure that you are going back to the save file. Go straight. Open the item's inventory. Uncheck the item and use the use item code. Use the same item on a
new character and go back to the save file. Save the game. Go back to the save file. Open the item's inventory. Uncheck the item and use the use item code. Use the same item on a new character and go back to the save file. Open the save file and make sure that you are going back to the save file. Go straight. Open the item's inventory. Uncheck the item and use the use
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